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appendix iX
Redundant expressions
REDUNDANT EXPRESSION CAN bE REDUCED TO
absolutely essential essential
actual facts facts
already existing existing
alternative choices choices
at the present time at present
basic fundamentals fundamentals
benign skin tag skin tag
bright intensity bright or brightness
complete stop stop
completely eliminate eliminate
completely empty empty
completely full full
consensus of opinion consensus
currently underway underway
definitively proved proved
descend down descend 
empty space space
end result result
entirely eliminate eliminate
exactly identical identical
fewer in number fewer
future plans plans
green in color green
had done previously had done
important essentials essentials
introduced a new introduced
join together join
knowledgeable expert expert
Continue
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appendix iX. Redundant expressions
REDUNDANT EXPRESSION CAN bE REDUCED TO
large in size large
malignant carcinoma carcinoma
mandatory requirement requirement
mix together mix
mutual cooperation cooperation
necessary prerequisite prerequisite
never before never
never before in the history of never
new initiative initiative
none at all none 
obviate the need for obviate
optional choice choice
period of time period
pooled together pooled
positive benefits benefits
private industry industry
refer back refer
round in shape round
rough texture rough
separate entities entities
serious crisis crisis
still persists persists
smaller in size smaller
subject matter subject or matter
successful solution solution
sweet in taste sweet
symmetrical in form symmetric
time period time or period
titanium metallic prosthesis titanium prosthesis
very necessary necessary
very unique unique
8 p.m. Monday evening 8 p.m. Monday
